KWUN TONG GOVERNMENT SECONDARY SCHOOL

30th Annual Swimming Gala (2013-2014)
Official List

PRESIDENT
Mr. LIU CHOY WOON

VICE-PRESIDENTS
Ms. LI WAI BING
Mr. CHAN CHU TAK

REFEREES
Ms. LEUNG FUNG YING (i/c)
Mr. CHEUNG HOI YING

DISCIPLINE
Mr. CHAN WAI SANG (i/c)
Ms. LEUNG KAM KIU
Mr. TAM CHUNG SING
Ms. WONG WAI LING
Ms. CHAN CHEUK YUE
Mr. FUNG YAN MAN
Ms. KAM LING YI
Ms. LAI YUN YAN
Mr. TSE TAN FAI
+ School Prefects

STARTERS
Mr. MOK HO KEI (i/c)
Mr. MAK KWO MAN
Mr. SHUNG WING CHUNG
+ 6 Students

HOME
Mr. HO WING TIM  <SING>
Ms. SO MIU SHAN
Mr. HO KAM YIU  <SHUN>
Ms. LIU WANG HAN
Mr. MOK HO KEI  <KAN>
Ms. CHIU MAN YEE
Mr. MAK KWO MAN  <HIM>
Ms. LEUNG KAM KIU

POSITION JUDGES
Ms. HO YUET WAH (i/c)
Ms. CHIU MAN YEE
Ms. HO SUK FAN
Mr. HO WING TIM
Ms. LEE SIU FUNG
Ms. LEE YI LAN
Mr. TANG YU CHEUNG
Ms. WONG HUN MEE
+ 9 Students

TIME KEEPERS
Mr. CHENG HIM (i/c)
Ms. CHAN YAN WAI
Ms. KWOK MING YEE
Ms. LAW MAN SZE
Ms. LEUNG CHING YEE
Ms. TAM CHEE YAN
Ms. WU SHEUNG MAN
+ 12 Students

MARKSMEN
Ms. WONG MUI FAN (i/c)
Ms. CHAN HOI YEE
Ms. CHAN LAI CHING
+ 4 Students

ANNOUNCERS
Ms. LUK KIT YEE, Ada (i/c)
Ms. A.M.PRICE
+ 4 Students

+ School Prefects
STROKE JUDGES
Mr. CHEUNG HOI YING (i/c)
Ms. LEUNG FUNG YING

COMPETITORS STEWARDS
Ms. SO MIU SHAN (i/c)
Ms. HUI MAN WING
Ms. LUK KIT YEE
Ms. LUI PUI HA
Mr. NG MAN HO
Ms. TAM MAN YUEN
Mrs. WAN WONG LAI MAN
Mr. HO KAM YIU (Landing i/c)
Mr. TAM WING CHING (Landing)
+ 14 Students

SAFETY OFFICER
Ms. TSUI MEI HA + 4 Students

FINISHING POINT RECORDERS
Ms. WU YUK YEE (i/c)
Ms. LAM SIU PING
Mrs. TSE CHENG KIT LING
+ 6 Students

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM
Mr. TAM WING CHING
+ 3 Students

RUNNERS
Mr. CHEUNG HOI YING (i/c)
Mr. CHENG MAN KIT
+ 12 Students

PRESS RELEASE
Promotion of School Image Committee

RECEPTION
Ms. LI WAI BING
Mr. CHAN CHU TAK

TURNING JUDGES
Mr. TO SIU WING (i/c)
Ms. MA KAM YING
+ 2 Students

RECORDERS
Ms. LEUNG KAR YEE (i/c)
Ms. CHAN YUK LAN
Ms. LAM YEE HEUNG
+ 12 Students

DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR
Mr. LI KWOK TUNG

PRIZES
Ms. POON PUI MAN (i/c)
Ms. LIU WANG HAN
+ 3 Students

GIRL GUIDES
Ms. CHAN YUK LAN

RED CROSS
Mr. TO SIU WING

SCOUTS
Mr. FUNG YAN MAN

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Mr. LI KWOK TUNG
+ Photo club members

REFRESHMENTS & FLOWERS
Ms. YUEN KAR YEE